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WELCOME
Congratulations on a successful 2018, and here’s to an even better 2019!
 Following Convention in September your CCSA Board of  Directors held their annual strategic planning meet-
ing. Our dedicated volunteer leaders and wonderful staff work hard to ensure that the CCSA is on solid ground, 
that we remain true to our mission and vision, and that we continue to diversify our association offerings and 
increase value for our members. In March the CCSA will release the Treasurer’s Report, which will also include the 
strategic plan that was created.
 Now it’s time to start planning the 2019 CCSA Convention, which will be in Buffalo, New York, September 13–16. I hope you’ve already 
started planning to attend by enrolling in the Convention Club. But if  not, don’t worry—start planning today for the best four days of  your year for 
your business. We want you to get the most out of  those days, and to do that you need to plan ahead for staffing and day-to-day operations so 
your studio runs smoothly without you and you can focus on everything offered at Convention so you can go back refreshed and ready to tackle 
the fourth quarter. Registration will open in June and we want to see you there. 
 So here’s to 2019 and seeing you at Convention!

 Dena Pearlman
 Executive Director

The new year always brings new energy! As your new president, I look forward to helping our great organization 
have a wonderful and productive 2019. I’m not a corporate-speak type of  gal—I’m all about “doing.” So I’d like 
to offer some practical tips for a business opportunity we can all leverage: summer offsite events.
       It’s February and the months are starting to roll by quickly. Have you started your push for summer offsites? 
Some might say, “But it’s still snowing!” Well, my summer offsite plan is in full swing by mid-January. First, right 
after the new year begins, my manager and I decide what our summer offsite project will be. It helps when custom-
ers can see a specific project, even if  they don’t end up using it. Many times, I’ve gotten great ideas from current 
and past CCSA spring or summer guides. If  you don’t find what you want in these guides, try the CCSA technique 
videos—they work well with generic pieces like a plate, bowl, or mug, which means that I can work any leftovers into my regular stock at sum-
mer’s end. Next, I send letters to last year’s customers, and by the end of  January I have “touched” them by calling and talking to the person in 
charge, reminding them of  the event we did with them last year and telling them about the exciting project for the new year. 
       How do I attract new customers every year? I set a “stretch” goal for how many new offsite clients I will book for this year. I may or may not 
reach this goal, but I find I get better results with a bigger goal. This takes some legwork and lots of  networking. I google search every daycare 
within 30 miles of  my studio. I send a welcome letter with a coupon for a free mug for the director to bring in to paint to “check us out.” It’s 
funny—I don’t get many coupons back, but the new daycares still book! 
       What if  you’ve sent out all these letters and haven’t much response? That shouldn’t stop you. Now it’s time to call them. They still aren’t 
ready to book? Well, touch base again in a month and tell them you don’t want them to miss out. I have a booking form for each client to docu-
ment the calls, who I talked to, what will work best for them, and what else I might try to land the deal. Once I have them in my pocket they are 
highlighted in yellow and are counted toward my stretch goal!
       Some tricks of  the trade? Always leave the door open. If  they say they aren’t sure, I mark to follow up. I remind them that my schedule fills 
up. I offer an incentive to book by March 1: staff accompanying the group can paint the project at no charge.
       Have I made mistakes? Yes. Early on I would agree to a price based on the client’s estimate of  the number of  students but often, on the 
day of  the event, they had far fewer painters than promised. Now I offer a sliding scale. The number of  students who are there on the day of  the 
event determines what they pay per piece. For example, the price for 40 students might be $10 each but for 15 students it’s $14 each.
       Once I’ve scheduled all these offsites, I hire, order, and plan inhouse camps and events based on what days I’m booked for offsites. Because 
I planned ahead, I don’t have many scheduling conflicts and can do with less staff. I make a calendar for each staff member, letting them know of  
our “surge days” so they won’t plan anything for those days when I will need all hands on deck.
       This is a great way to grow your business! Oh, one more thing. Get yourself  a collapsible wagon from Sam’s or Costco—best $50 I ever 
spent.
       I’m sure you have great ideas to add to this discussion. I’ll post this to CCSA Chatter to kick off the conversation. Good luck this summer!

Tracy Schultz
CCSA President
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Marketing Your Way 
Through the Tough Times

BRANCHING OUT

O
By Mark Strehlow, Clay Corner Studio, Wausau, Wisconsin

Owning a studio is tough. Either you’re on your last nerve getting through the busy times or you’re begging for someone to come to the 
studio. A few days to catch up, clean, and recharge is nice, but what can studios do to ramp up the slow times? While it does take more 
creativity, by being proactive you can make marketing plans to be successful in “the Septembers and Januarys.”

Using a variety of  events, classes, and specials, studios can use social 
media, email, and in-studio marketing to attract customers. But be 
warned: you must plan ahead to see results. Trying to throw together 
something in mid-September is too late. Make your plan in July so it’s 
ready to market in August and produce results in September.

SUCCESS STORIES
 To get your ideas flowing, here are a few examples that have 
worked for us. Earlier in our studio lives, January was just miserable. 
People seemed to have a holiday spending hangover. It was so frustrat-
ing that the gains of  November and December were set aside just to 
get us through January and February. We decided to use our brisk gift 
card sales to get people in after holidays. Taking a page from Kohl’s, 
we started giving out $5 certificates in November and December for gift 
card sales of  $30 or more. The catch: they’re only valid in January. The 
result: January is no longer our slowest month. We greatly increased 
our walk-in traffic, and many of  the $5 certificates were redeemed 
separately from the gift cards for much higher-priced items.
        Another example is to market classes strategically. June is slow for 
us. School has just let out, the weather is finally nice, and our schools 
offer free summer school, including enrichment classes 
in direct competition with us. Our goal: remain on our 
customers’ radars while making people aware of  our kids’ 
classes. We created a variety of  90-minute classes based 
on our new birthday offerings (slime and umbrella painting) 
and our most popular youth projects (unicorns rock!). We 
flooded social media and email. Did the classes fill? No, but 
the buzz on social media increased greatly, we saw a bump 
in party reservations, and the studio had an increase in 
walk-in traffic. It wasn’t about filling the classes, but rather 
using the marketing to increase overall sales.
        Last example: the doldrums of  September. We needed 
to fill seats. We went back to events, opening them up to 
all ages. Knowing that we needed a big draw, we went with 
our most popular event, Harry Potter. Then we paired it with 
board art and dirty pour classes. These require planning, 
making samples, marketing, displays, and so on, which we 
blasted onto social media. The result: sold-out events all 
around. By planning follow-up classes, we got a head start 
on repeat classes in October. These most popular events 
greatly increased our September bottom line.

MAKING THIS WORK IN YOUR STUDIO
Every studio is different. It’s important to develop a plan to meet 
your specific needs. You must first clarify what your goals are. Identify 
your slow times and why they’re slow. Then you can develop a plan to 
achieve those goals. Will you utilize a coupon, classes, or events as a 
driver? We use discounts and coupons sparingly in our plans to avoid 
becoming the “Michael’s” of  our area, when customers only come in if  
they have a discount. What good is volume without profit? Remember, 
the plan is not always directly related to your goal. We often use the 
marketing of  classes to bring people in, not necessarily to fill the class.
        How will you market your plan? What samples do you need? How 
often will you post? Facebook? Instagram? What in-store displays and 
posters would work? Are you more concerned with filling the event or 
just using it to build a marketing presence? 
        Finally, don’t forget to evaluate the plan. Did you see concrete 
sales increases? Do your Facebook analytics show a spike in interac-
tion? Does the plan need tweaking in the future?
        There will inevitably be slow times at our studios, but some 
careful strategies can make them much less painful. Please share your 
ideas and stories on Chatter. Good luck! e



KILN 
GODDESS 
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Y
Don’t overlook the power of  those raving fans 
to introduce new people to your studio. They 
know people, work with people, and live near 
people. Develop creative ways so they’ll bring 
new customers to you. Certainly you’ve heard 
more than once: “I haven’t been in before but 
a friend told me about you!”
       We are in the business of entertainment 
and social connections. So much of what we 
offer is the experience, not necessarily the 
end product. Promote your studio as that 
much-needed creative escape that’s even 
better with a friend. When trying something 
new, doing it with a friend makes it easier, fun, 
and more memorable. With all of  the creative 
help we offer, people can still feel awkward and 
uncomfortable. It can be hard for us to imagine 
not feeling comfortable doing what we do, but 
for many people, the stress level rises and the 
“nope, no way” kicks in. When trying something 
new with a friend, people are more likely to let 
their guard down, ease in, and laugh. A lot.
       Your staff should be making suggestions 
every day: customers don’t know what they 
don’t know. A customer who usually comes in 
with her children might not even consider a 
night out with a friend. Just because they’ve 
been in your studio doesn’t mean they’ve 
thought about bringing in their work group, 
or that they even know what team building 
opportunities you offer. No excuses—you can 
always work a sales pitch into a conversation. 
       CASH WRAP You have their undivided 
attention for several minutes, both at checkout 
and at pickup. Create a small 
display at your POS and 
remind them to sign up for an 
upcoming class with a friend, 
celebrate a birthday, host 
your church group, and so on. 
Change it up monthly.
       EMAIL All email market-
ing providers allow you to track 
who opens your emails and see 

Growing Your Customer Base 
with Your Customer Base
By Hillary Moulliet, Art Space Studio, Charlotte, North Carolina

Your loyal customers—your raving fans—are more than sales. They can bring more 
sales! Your return on investment is marginal at best with traditional advertising: print, fli-
ers, coupons, often even social media. Casting a wide net and hoping it catches new cus-
tomers is not spending your hard-earned money wisely. So what’s a studio owner to do?

What Motivates You?

Start to finish, what is it that gets you 
going? Do you wake up each day saying, 
“Yeah, baby, we got this”?
 I’m writing this between Christmas and 
New Year’s, when I annually say to myself, 
“Wait, how do I do this when my focus isn’t 
100% Christmas?” And I’m thinking about 
what motivates me all year long.
 I love what I do for a living. That’s the 
big thing. I think we are in the most amaz-
ing industry, unique in so many ways, and 
doing the best job with that motivates me.
 I’m motivated to see what new fun 
thing we can discover—with our staff, with 
our customers. I can’t wait to see what 
other studios are doing. The creativity of  
this industry is awe-inspiring. The fact that 
we share so willingly and encourage one 
another makes us unique. If  you have a 
question or need an idea, someone out 
there can and will help you. This makes me 
excited to see what’s next.
 Can we even have this conversation 
without mentioning Pinterest? Whatever 
you do, don’t say a disparaging word 
about Pinterest in my presence. Like a 
stack of  books I intend to read even as 
I peruse more, Pinterest is the treasure 
trove of  the possible. What can I find 
about [fill in the blank]? It’s there. And for 
someone who is visual (like I think most 
of  us are), it fills my brain and makes me 
want more, more, more.
 I love seeing what the “outside” 
influence is. Unicorns, llamas, and sloths, 
oh my! How have these soft furry animals 
taken the imagination of  seemingly every 
little girl who walks through the door? How 
did hedgehogs become cuddly? What will 
catch on next? I can’t wait to find out.
 I hope you will find your answers, the 
next exciting thing, or keep with what is 
exciting you now, to motivate you to keep 
going with this fantastic journey we get to 
enjoy. e

BUSINESS SENSE

the links they click on. Create tags for your 
links; email follow-up info and registration info 
to those who click on your adult events and 
classes, reinforcing that it’s a great time to 
reconnect with friends. Pssst! Here’s a great 
email hack: don’t delete customers’ auto re-
sponders! It’s safe to assume most use a work 
email if  there’s an auto responder. Open that 
up and, bam! There’s their work contact info! 
Email them a quick hello and suggest a team 
building or upcoming class for them and a 
friend. Thank them for being a valued customer 
and let them know you can’t wait to see them 
again. Try to email a handful of auto respond-
ers after each campaign.
       GROUP PICK-UPS When you’re wrap-
ping, tagging, and bagging pieces for a quick 
pick-up for events like kids’ birthday parties, 
team building, or scouts, make the tags fo-
cused on getting them back in—with a friend! 
Recommend a specific medium: Have you 
seen our mosaic mirrors? Create with a friend 
for a relaxing night out!
       THEMED EVENTS Rather than, “Reserve 
your spot,” try “Gather your most magical 
friends and reserve a table at our unicorn 
party.” As you get closer to the date, promote 
with messages like “Just two tables left!” You 
don’t need to book by the table but it gives 
customers the idea to invite friends and, bet-
ter yet, have their own space with their own 
people. Facebook is a good place to promote 
these: add the event on your page, post info 

and a photo, and engage with 
your fans by asking questions 
and opinions. Fans of your 
studio—and of the theme—will 
easily and willingly engage.
       Growing your customer 
base using your customer 
base is one of  the cheapest 
and easiest ways to increase 
your sales. e

For four more

great tips,

check out the

digital edition of

CCSA Today!
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NIGHT SKY
Constellations, moon phases, planets, and starbursts are staying 
golden in 2019. Celestial designs are perfect for a themed event in 
your studio. Host an event on a full moon or other astronomical oc-
currence and serve Moon Pies for a little extra fun. If  you don’t have 
those delectables in your area, think of  white cheddar cheese balls, 
crescent rolls, moon-like things—you get the idea! 
 Provide star-shaped stickers or paper for paper masking to create 
constellations or simple plates with stars placed randomly. Use the 
pour-painting technique to create the look of  the galaxy or planets.

DECORATIVE DINNERWARE
This trend is right up our alley! Livingetc.com cites decorative plates as 
a top trend for 2019. Line drawings (Picasso-inspired), brushstrokes, 
illustrations, geometrics, nautical motifs, and watercolor are among the 
designs noted as current for the year. Deem 2019 the Year of the Plate! 
Feature your selection of plates with different techniques each month. 
You could even start a monthly plate-painting club to get people coming 
back regularly to learn a new technique and ultimately create an eight- 
to twelve-piece setting of mix-and-match dinnerware. How fun!

TROPICAL
Mayco’s Stroke & Coat color Cutie Pie Coral (SC-89) is the perfect match 
for tropical hues as seen in Pantone’s color of the year, Living Coral. This 
vivid hue fits the bill when it comes to trendy design for spring and sum-
mer. Pineapples, palm trees, toucans, flamingos, and other such motifs 
provide colorful inspiration for an event. Combine this refreshing color 
with yellow, turquoise, blues, and greens and instantly boost the feeling 
of warmer weather on the way. Host a Summertime’s Calling Me or Island 
Dreams party. Bisque shapes such as flamingos, surfboards, tiki cups, 
fruit bowls, and platters evoke the perfect summer party feel.

SUPERHEROINE
Captain Marvel hits theaters on March 8. The extra cool thing about 
this movie is that the superhero is a girl! Imagine all of  the “future is 
female” and “girl power” events your studio can hold—events that 
supports the truth that girls and women can do anything. Feature 
bisque pieces that customers will gladly use and also proudly display 
and that have been adorned with empowering phrases.
 There is so much inspiration in 2019! Look for bisque shapes, col-
ors, and props to support your event theme. Set up a roadblock in the 
studio to promote your event and be sure to share the news before, 
during, and after the event on social media. Have fun, and as always, 
do what you love, love what you do! e

BAR CARTS
The bar cart isn’t going anywhere in 2019. These Art Deco and mid-
century icons are being seeing in finishes from shiny metals to wood, 
complete with everything from the classic bar setup to coffee and 
dessert stands. Host a “stock your bar cart” party as a bridal shower, 
house warming, or simply a fun night out. Have a cart or table setup 
that features several vignettes to suit your event theme and display 
bisque to go with that theme: trays, wine tumblers, martini glasses, 
dessert plates, coffee mugs, even bowls for popcorn or treats.

HYGGE (PRONOUNCED HOO-GA)
The Danish art of coziness continues to influence our days. So much so 
that we’re opening our eyes and ears to other cultures’ similar expressions 
of relaxation. Fika (pronounced fee-ka) is essentially a Swedish coffee 
break. Swedes often take time out to relax, have coffee, and enjoy friends or 
family. Having spent time in Sweden, I recall even stopping on the roadside 
to have coffee, cheese, crackers, and a chat. The focus on well-being is 
something we can all enjoy. Serve coffee or have tea available in your studio 
on certain days. You could even call them Hygge days! Feature a variety of  
mugs and latte cups in different, simple styles for easy decorating.
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A
By Crista Toler, Studio Market Coordinator, Mayco

A new year always bring so many new ideas for decorating our homes, reimagining our lives, and reorganizing our spaces. We look 
forward to the opportunity to start a new year with renewed spirits and inspiration. So it’s no surprise that 2019 is chock full of  new 
ideas you can incorporate into your studio. That doesn’t mean you need to start redecorating, but rather take the trends that you and 
your customers will see and incorporate them into the fabric of  your daily lives. This article focuses on a variety of  trends, from home 
decor and color to lifestyle to movies and pop culture. 

TREND FLASH

Turning Trends into Events
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cash wrap. If  you have bag-stuffers or other literature, be sure it’s all 
in organizers that make the material easy to see and grab. No space? 
Keep them in a file box behind the counter and task employees with 
ensuring that literature is distributed to customers.

Cash Wrap
STUDIO REDO

Bottlenecking is an issue that can easily arise with your cash wrap. 
Funneling all of  your customers to one spot for both checking out and 
picking up is not ideal if  you can avoid it. Instead, plan or redesign 
your cash wrap area to include one area specifically for check-out. If  
you can’t do that at your existing cash wrap station, can 
you move one of  those areas to another spot in your 
studio? A small hostess stand may be enough space for 
a register or POS setup. A single cabinet with countertop 
can house your wrap paper and bags.
 Keep in mind that your cash wrap area reflects who 
you are as a business, and leaves an impression on your 
customers. Is it cluttered? Dirty? Clearing your cash wrap 
area of  clutter and dirt is an easy way to make a positive 
impression on your customers. If  you don’t have time, or 
it’s not your strong point, task this to employees or even 
hire a professional cleaning service to come in periodically 
to add sparkle and shine.

W
By Lisa Feltz, Meltdown, DiY Art Studio, Eldersburg, Maryland

Welcome to Studio Redo! This article series will focus on ideas to help you design, refresh, or even redo areas in your studio. In this 
issue, the focus will be on the cash wrap area. This area serves a LOT of  purposes in your studio, and gets a lot of  attention from your 
customers. Typically, the cash wrap area addresses these needs: checking people out (register, POS, etc.); pick-ups; housing supplies; 
marketing/advertising opportunities; and other creative uses specific to your studio.

Clockwise, from left: 
Carrie Sealey, Paint a Piece in Memphis, Tennessee; 
Christa Murphy, Potwin Pottery, Topeka, Kansas; 
Kaylin Brady, Joe Picasso’s, Fort Lauderdale, Florida; 
Tricia Yocum, Art at the Bodega, Washington, Illinois.

 Because your customers have to stand still and focus during 
the check-out and/or pick-up process, the cash wrap is a CRUCIAL 
marketing and advertising point for your studio. If  space allows, cre-
ate displays to market upcoming events or showcase offerings such 
as parties, field trips, and the like. That does NOT mean you should 
clutter up the space and try to squeeze a ton of  information at your 
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 Don’t ignore the wall space behind your cash wrap area. Use it 
to help market your studio. Create an “event wall” that’s easy to read 
when customers are at the counter. Use shelving to create displays 
about upcoming events and/or offerings. Mount a large-screen TV on 
which you can show videos or photos of  your studio.
 The CCSA Chatter page on Facebook is a wonderful resource for 
inspiration on designing or redesigning your cash wrap area. Use the 
search function to find great photos and advice. Try searching “cash 
wrap,” “cashwrap,” and “#studiodesign. Share your story with us! 
Love your cash wrap? Hate it? Need help? Post on Chatter to show off 

your cash wrap or to seek help to do a studio redo. Please be sure to 
add #studioredo to your post. It you can, post “before” and “after” 
shots for us and tell us how the changes you’ve made to your cash 
wrap area have impacted your business. We look forward to seeing 
your studio redo!
 Our next article will focus on KILN ROOMS. If  you have specific 
questions, problem areas, or would like to share what you absolutely 
love about your kiln room, please email Lisa at hi@MELTDOWNinMD.
com. Thanks in advance for your input! e

Katherine Fix, 
Art Smart Academy, Irmo, South Carolina

Jen Switch, 
Jen’s Pottery Den, Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Lorena Thompson, 
Angelo’s Pottery Studio, Grand Junction, Colorado

www.ccsaonline.com
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Tips: Find a business that would be easy to work with and with customers 
similar to yours. Make sure expectations are clear with the other business. 
Who will handle the money? Who will advertise? Also, location is essential. 
If  you partner with someone in the same shopping center, you may get 
different results than if  you partner with someone 10–15 minutes away.

Coffee Shop
When looking for a great business to partner with, look no further than a 
store that uses one of  the very things we sell the most of: coffee mugs! 
Whether you decide to go with a national chain like Starbucks or a local 
coffee shop, consider how busy the shop is and how close it is to your 
studio.
       Carolyn Caffrey from Paintin’ Place in De Pere, Wisconsin, partnered 
with Starbucks for her event. Starbucks announced a date and time, and 
all she had to do was show up with supplies. She offered a limited set 
of  colors and a few techniques and customers paid her directly. For this 
event, the Starbucks was less than 4 miles away; next time, she wants to 
work with one a bit farther away to access more new customers.
       My own studio in Little Rock, Arkansas, partnered with a coffee 
shop in a suburb about 20 miles away because a staff member’s hus-
band owned it and she wanted to bring awareness to the business. We 
both promoted it on social media as a shared event. We did not have 
a great turnout, which may have been due to several factors. Perhaps 

Joining Forces: Cross Marketing 
with Other Businesses, Part 2

STUDIO SUCCESS STORIES

By Allie Nottingham, The Painted Pig Studio, Little Rock, Arkansas

PPartnerships with other businesses can be mutually beneficial. My last article explored partnering with Chick-Fil-A, yoga studios, and 
essential oil distributors. These pairings with other businesses expose your clientele to new experiences and products, and, hopefully, 
turn them into new customers. I reached out to some of  our CCSA studio members around the country for even more ideas and tips for 
cross-promoting with other businesses.

Carrie 
Sealey 
of  Paint 
a Piece 
offers 
vintage-
inspired 
classes 
through 
an 
antique 
mall.

Allie Nottingham of  The Painted Pig partnered with a coffee shop for a mug-
painting event.
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not enough locals knew about this relatively new shop. Maybe it was too 
far from our shop and current customers. Maybe we didn’t advertise 
the event enough around their location. Whatever the reason, there is 
always trial and error in any event, and I’ll 
likely try this again, this time at a coffee shop 
closer to our studio.

Brewery
In the past five years, more and more local 
breweries have been popping up. It’s an en-
tirely different clientele to cater to, and beer 
lovers are loyal! Tanya LeBlanc with Art Soul 
Life Creative Studio in Lloydminster, Sas-
katchewan, did a “Brushes & Brews” event 
at a local brewery where customers painted 
their own beer steins and enjoyed one beer 
on the house. Tickets were $45, and she sold 
out 30 spots. She was pleased with the event 
and said the brewery wants to do growlers 
next.
       At Art Bayou in Kalamazoo, Michigan, 
Palee Haney had the beer experts talk about how beer is made while 
participants painted steins. I love this idea for something new and differ-
ent, so customers feel like they’re getting added value from a special-
ized expert. Be sure to check your local laws concerning alcohol; this 
might be a more convenient off-site activity to avoid the hassle of  legal 
questions.

Florist
Pairing your business with a local florist would make a great Mother’s 
Day promotion. Cricket Willis of  Artsy Me in Evans, Georgia, is lucky 
enough to have a flower shop next door. She came up with a price based 
on what would be mutually beneficial. Both businesses advertised the 
event, but Cricket took the bookings and payments and paid the florist 
their portion after the event.
       In Nazareth, Pennsylvania, Barbara Saslo partners with a florist 
by offering a coupon upon pickup for two stems of  carnations or $2 off 
something else. This seems like an easy way to partner without passing 

pottery off to another business.
       This partnership could work like an event 
or as a promotion for an extended period. Cre-
ate a “speed bump” of  flower vases in varying 
shapes (but a consistent size) between certain 
dates, then have the finished vases filled with 
a floral arrangement at pickup. Or, keep it as 
a special event and market it as a date with 
Dad where the kids can come and make Mom 
a vase—this creates urgency for Dad to make 
it into the studio for a one-time event. Cricket 
has actually done the event both ways, but hav-
ing the promotion available 7–10 days before 
Mother’s Day worked better for them.

Antique Malls
Chalk paint classes, refurbished vintage goods, 
and other more curated, unique treasures are 
giving many antique malls new life these days. 
Carrie Sealey of  Paint a Piece in Memphis, Ten-
nessee, saw a chance to gain exposure on an-
other side of  town with a partnership with an 
antique mall. The mall doesn’t charge her a 

rental fee because they’re just happy for the exposure, and Sealey offers 
special classes that she doesn’t already offer at the studio. Farmhouse-
inspired white pumpkin door hangers, painted board signs, and vintage-
inspired Christmas tree lights have all been popular.

Offsite Rental Locations
Partnering with a business that doesn’t necessarily sell a product can 
also be beneficial. In addition to the classes at antique malls, Carrie 
Sealey rents a meeting room a county away from her studio to gain more 
exposure. “A lot of  people didn’t realize I was still around since I had 
closed one location,” she said. For pottery projects, customers pick up 
their completed pieces at her studio or she drops them off at a designat-
ed time at the meeting room. She says most of  the customers from these 

classes have wanted 
to come to see her 
at the studio and are 
curious and ready to 
check out more fun 
stuff to paint.
     Be creative when 
looking for partner-
ships. You never 
know who you might 
love working with! e

Working with a local florist enables Cricket Willis of  Artsy Me to offer special 
Mother’s Day promotions.

Tanya LeBlanc 
of  Art Soul Life 
Creative Studio 
and Palee Haney 
of  Art Bayou both 
offered events by 
partnering with a 
local brewery.



www.maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/MaycoStudios/
https://www.instagram.com/maycocolors/
https://www.youtube.com/user/MaycoColors
https://www.pinterest.com/carter6949/mayco/
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Goal Setting with Purpose
MAKE IT HAPPEN

by Julie Cates, Robin Cates, and Teresa Johnson

A“A dream written down with a date becomes a goal. A goal broken down into steps becomes a plan. A plan backed by action becomes 
reality.”—Greg Reid

Hey friends! How’s life going in your studio? Do you love everything 
about it? Are you making all of  the money you could ever want? Are all of  
your processes and procedures going perfectly? Is your marketing plan 
working flawlessly to promote your business? No? What a coincidence, 
neither is ours! We were under the impression that we would have all of  
this figured out by now, but alas, that does not seem to be the case. So, 
how do we at least get a little closer?
      The first step in making improvement is giving yourself  permission to 
take time to really evaluate what you genuinely want. (The time between 
loading the kiln and helping with the handprint at the front table doesn’t 
count.) You need some actual time to sit down and look at things. It’s so 
easy to become complacent in our businesses. Things are working “fine,” 
sales are “fine,” employees are “fine.” What that really means is that we 
don’t have the energy to consider what it would take to move on to “great.” 
We’ve all certainly been there. That’s why dreaming is important! The best 
part about owning your business is that you get to do what you want with 
it—so let’s get to doing! Here are some sample questions to consider:
 1. What does the perfect day in my business look like for me?
 2. What things do I LOVE doing in the studio?
 3. What things do I HATE doing in the studio?
 4. If  I could change anything about my studio what would it be?
 5. What would success look like to ME?
As you consider your answers, make a list of ideas that would move you clos-
er to making your studio life what you hope it to be. It might be helpful to have 
a friend, business partner, or trusted employee assist with the brainstorming. 
There are no limits; just start writing! We’ll narrow things down later.
      Examine your list. Are certain areas glaring? Are there words you’re 
seeing repeatedly? Highlight those words! A few years ago, when we 
looked at our list, the themes were time and money. There were not 
enough hours to get all of  the cool things done that we wanted to see 
in the studio, things that we knew would make us more money. We chose 
those two areas to focus our energy and decision making. Really, two to 
three areas at a time are all most of  us can handle.
      Once you’ve identified your opportunities for growth (doesn’t that 
sound nicer than “trouble spots”?), you’re halfway there! As Teresa 
Johnson would say, “We can solve any problem by backing out of  it.” 
(She’s very smart; we should listen to her!) Get out a piece of  paper for 
each of  your opportunities and write one at the top of  each page. What 
would it take to make this happen? Here’s an example: Our possible 
answers to the time issue were to create more hours in the day or hire 
someone. It turned out that hiring a person to work the daytime hours 
on the floor was a much easier option. That seemed like a big goal! We 
started with cost. One employee x 30 hours/week x 4 weeks = some 
money. Once the number was there, we needed to figure out how to 
pay for it. This is what we mean by backing out. We calculated that if  we 
added one medium-sized event and three additional parties per month, 
that salary would be paid. That seemed doable. However, before we did 

this work to figure out what it would actually take to accomplish the goal, 
it was unreachable because it wasn’t broken down into attainable bites. 
Those attainable bites are GOALS!
      Okay, so now what? We know what we want and we have some an-
swers on how to get there. Most of  us know that this is a super danger-
ous point. We’ve got plans and ideas. Wahoo! This could go one of  two 
ways. 1) We follow through because we’re super organized and extreme-
ly motivated. 2) We continue to have this great idea and suddenly it’s 
2020 and we’re still having this great idea, but have taken exactly zero 
action. Let’s not go for that second option. We need some SMART goals!
      SMART stands for Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and 
Timebound. SMART goals make you work through your plan and hold 
yourself  accountable for making things happen. So, each of  the goals 
you laid out on your pages in the last exercise need to go through this 
process. 

Here’s an example of a SMART goal: In order to be able to afford to hire 
additional staff, we will need to create one medium-sized event in the stu-
dio. We have chosen to add preschool story time. We will hold it on the 
second Saturday of every month at 9:00 am starting in March 2019. It will 
be open to children Pre-K and younger and will last one hour. We need to 
have an average of 25 kids per story time. We can easily order the books 
from Amazon and choose relevant bisque pieces to accompany each book. 
If  we need help, the school librarian is happy to assist. This event will be 
facilitated by our new daytime employee. Voilà! Now, it’s your turn.
      The last step is finding an accountability partner for your goals. 
This is such a good opportunity for lots of  reasons. We were fortunate 
enough to find another business owner who is great at some things we 
aren’t and vice versa. We have been able to check in on each other’s 
progress, but also be mentors and sounding boards for each other. It’s 
hard to sustain yourself  on an island, so reach out and find others to 
help. The CCSA has so many amazing studio owners who are excited to 
encourage each other and the resources are endless! Send that private 
message, or give someone a call, share your goals, share your timetable, 
and let that person help you achieve your goals. This is also an opportu-
nity for you to be the light for someone else. We ALL need other people 
in this industry, so make sure your giving as much as you’re asking! e
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So what’s the solution? We are living in a digital world, and it is time for 
your employee manual to reflect that. Digital employee manuals provide 
a searchable, easily editable, and environmentally friendly knowledge 
base for your employees, giving them easy access to your most up-
to-date policies, procedures, and training information. While a simple, 
organized PDF file could prove to be the answer for you, if  you’re ready 
to take your employee manual to the next level, consider these great 
apps and software.

Nuclino (iOS/Android/Web/Desktop App; free, or $10/month 
for premium) Nuclino is a collaborative note-taking and knowledge 
management program designed to make life easier. Create items that 
can be grouped and organized into “clusters.” If  you’ve used Evernote, 
you’ll find the concept similar here, if  a little cleaner. Nuclino is entirely 
searchable and you can tag team members in your same workspace. Use 
clusters to house onboarding checklists, FAQs, training guides, meeting 
notes, policies and procedures, and more. Other Features: One of  
the cool features of  Nuclino is its “Views,” which allow you to see your 
clusters in graph or map format. For more info, visit www.nuclino.com.

BlissBook (Web-based; starts at $750/year) At its heart, Bliss-
book is a replacement for your PDF or paper handbook. Blissbook is 
focused on company culture and ensuring that the information and mes-
sage to your employees stays consistent and on brand. Essentially, it 
creates a responsive, interactive, and searchable web app that houses 
your employee manual. You’re in control of  the content and can make 

Employee Manuals in the Digital Age
TECH TALK: MODERN BUSINESS TOOLS FOR YOUR STUDIO

By Maegan Supple, The Pottery Stop, Ellicott City, Maryland

HHow many times has an employee asked you how to do something that they should already know? How often do you find yourself  having to 
retrain or review something again with your staff? An employee manual is a fantastic way to solve these issues, maintain consistency within 
your staff, and give your employees something to reference whenever they need a refresher. Hopefully you have a manual—maybe it’s a gi-
ant binder or a PDF file. But those can be unwieldly and difficult to search through. And let’s be frank: when was the last time you updated it? 

updates as needed, require signatures from employees, and track who 
has read what and when to ensure compliance. Other Features: They 
will design your handbook at no extra cost! Send them your current 
handbook and information and they will turn it into a beautiful digital 
handbook. For more info, visit www.blissbook.com.

Notion (iOS/Android/Web/Desktop App; free, or $16/month 
for premium) Similar to Nuclino, Notion is a collaborative web-based 
app that is incredibly versatile. You can create notes and to-do lists, 
embed links and media, even spreadsheets and databases. While there’s 
a bit of  a learning curve to get used to the format, I find it is cleaner than 
Evernote, plus has the visual benefits of  productivity apps like Trello. 
Entirely searchable, you can also add tags to your notes to help filter 
and organize them. One of  my favorite things is that Notion offers an 
amazing variety of  templates to start you off, including an Employee 
Onboarding Checklist and a Team Wiki that could serve as the knowledge 
base or employee manual for your studio. Other Features: Using Slack 
for employee communication? Notion will integrate! Plus, Notion will al-
low you to create date and time notifications/reminders—a great way to 
organize your tasks, track your workflows, and keep you up to date and 
on time. For more info, visit www.notion.so.

Jolt (iOS/Android/Web; $99/month, $79/month annually) Jolt is 
a comprehensive program to help you manage and maintain consistency 
within the employee and operations end of your business. I’ll be honest—
Jolt is the dream. It may be a pretty penny, but it is crammed with features. 

Most relevant to this article is its Information Library Software. This 
is exactly what it sounds like—a library of information all about 
your studio! This can house policies, procedures, training informa-
tion, and all sorts of how-to information. And not only can this house 
written information, but you can even upload videos.
        To me, the biggest draw is how this integrates into the other 
features of  Jolt. For example, if  you use the Tasks and Checklist 
feature, checklist items can link to an article or video in the Infor-
mation Library for your staff to refer to if  they need a refresher. 
This can be used for tasks like cleaning the bathroom, closing the 
register, removing stilt marks, and much more. Jolt’s Information 
Library will help eliminate issues with your staff only half  remem-
bering how to do a task they don’t do regularly and never again 
should you hear, “No one showed me how!” when something is 
done incorrectly. Other Features: Employee scheduling and time 
clock, repeating checklists, task management and accountability, 
log books, onboarding, message blasts to staff, quizzes for staff, 
and announcements. Information and access can be role-based 
for different staff levels (studio assistant, manager, etc.). For more 
info, visit ww.jolt.com. e

Screenshots of  FAQs, trials, and samples from the sites discussed here.

http://www.nuclino.com
http://www.blissbook.com
http://www.notion.so
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If  you want to connect with more potential customers this year, it’s a 
good idea to give Facebook ad campaigns a try. Here is my version of  
the basics (with a PYOP spin, of  course) to help you get started with your 
first Facebook ad campaign:
 1. Set Your Campaign Objective: Before you spend a dime, you 
need to know why you’re spending it. Looking to book more birthday 
parties? Want more followers? Hoping to sell out your summer camps? 
Whatever your goal, there is an ad campaign that can help you reach it. 
Navigate to the Ads Manager. As soon as you click “Create,” you’ll see a 
few options. Don’t get overwhelmed! You can hover over each option for 
a brief  overview of  how it will work. 
 2. Make It Measurable: Once you set your goal, make sure there’s 
a way to measure the results. In my experience, Facebook analytics can 
almost provide too much information for an ad beginner. It’s a good idea to 
have a game plan in place for keeping an eye on what you’re spending and 
how it’s working. If  you want more people to book birthday parties, keep an 
eye on your inquiries (both on- and offline) during the time that your ad is 
running. Whenever possible, ask people how they found you. Just because 
they didn’t click your ad and immediately book a party doesn’t mean that 
you won’t be top of mind when their kids’ birthday comes around next fall. 
 3. Start Small: Once you select your objective, the next page will allow 
you to enter your audience, budget, and schedule. For budget, 
start with something manageable, like $1–2 a day. Rather than 
leaving the ad running indefinitely, run campaigns for 7–10 
days at a time to get a sense of how everything is going. This 
forces you to check on the ad and see how it’s performing 
before you spend too much. As for your audience, there are so 
many advanced targeting options. If  you’re unsure of how to 
target, the general rule is to cast a wider net and let Facebook 
do the heavy lifting. Use a saved audience that has worked with 
you before, or start with some simple geographic targeting 
(i.e., women aged 21–65+ who live within 10 miles of your 
studio). You can always go back in and tweak this.
 4. Keep It Simple: One of the biggest mistakes I see 
small businesses make is spending too much time creating a 
graphic with lots of text, and not enough time on their strategy. 
I’d rather you spend 80% of your time customizing your audi-
ence and campaign objectives and 20% of your time selecting 
an image and text to go with it. Because Facebook ads are 
shown in a variety of different places, graphics that have lots of  
text (even if they’re beautiful) don’t perform as well as a quality 
photo or simple video. You can even create a simple slideshow 

Facebook Ad Audiences: 
What You Need to Know
By Kelci DeFrancesco, Marketing Consultant and Graphic Designer

IIf  you’ve ever taken a dive into the world of  Facebook advertising, you may have been a little overwhelmed by the vast array of  choices 
and customization available. As with any platform or marketing tactic, there is so much information out there on the best way to set 
up your campaigns. However, I stand by the principle that you can get started (and be successful) with just the basics under your belt. 

or photo carousel. With so many ways to customize your message and pro-
vide information, don’t rely on adding that information to your graphic. 
 5. Once It Works, Don’t Fix It! Think about it: when you succeed, 
Facebook succeeds. Facebook wants you to do well, so you’ll continue to 
spend your advertising dollars with them! There’s a common misconcep-
tion that Facebook is out to get you, and so marketing means constantly 
reinventing the wheel. While this may seem like a good idea from the 
outside, you could actually be tanking the effectiveness of  your promo-
tions. Constantly updating your marketing not only takes more of  your 
precious time, but it also works against what Facebook is designed to 
do: make you more money. The system is designed to find best possible 
outcome for you. Once you find an ad campaign that’s working for you, 
replicate it, set a budget that you can afford, and schedule a calendar 
reminder for yourself  to check on it periodically. Not only will it work bet-
ter over time, but it will make your life a heck of  a lot easier, too. 
 Good luck! I can’t wait to see you succeed with Facebook ads. As 
always, if  you have any questions, feel free to contact me. e

Kelci DeFrancesco is a marketing consultant with over 13 years of  experience in the 
PYOP industry. She helps studios around the country market their businesses and reach 
new customers. She can be found at www.kelcidefrancesco.com.

STUDIO SPECIAL

http://www.kelcidefrancesco.com
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Here’s the thing. Our studios are 
run by humans. The services we 
use for our parties and events are 
also managed by humans. Humans 
make mistakes. Being prepared 
is the key to things going right 
versus things going wrong. You 
can apply this to classes, events, 
and even employees. I have to ad-
mit that my own lack of  planning 
has usually led to every disaster I 
have encountered. I turned to our 
friends on CCSA chatter to see who 
can relate to events that became a 
disaster. Now, I’m not suggesting 
that all of  these resulted from a 
lack of  planning. Even a well-orga-
nized event can have an unexpect-
ed situation fly in, such as when a 
couple of  bees tried to join a kids’ 
class at one studio! What I’m of-
fering are some ideas on what to 
do to help prevent a disaster, or 
what to do to clean up the mess 
afterward.
 As told on Chatter, the number one reason for event disasters was 
that the character did not show up. Santa wrote down the wrong date; 
the talent service forgot to record the event in their calendar; the prin-
cess is a creative flake; the required deposit did not get processed. 
Humans make mistakes.
 When hiring a character, caterer, or service, ALWAYS confirm the ap-
pointment as far out as you can. If  you reserve AND confirm with plenty 
of lead time, the talent office can be the ones to scramble and find you 
a replacement (and in many cases, you may not even know this is hap-
pening). Just because you confirm once doesn’t mean everything is all 
set. Confirm again at least a week before; if  you’re feeling like you might 
be micro managing the talent, use this contact time to ask some event-
specific question, such as “What time will Princess Ariel arrive? Does she 
need a place to change in to her costume? Does she prefer a special kind 
of water?” Anything that requires a specific answer will again remind the 
booking agent that you’re expecting the character to show up.
 The second most popular disaster answer involved the actor break-
ing character or otherwise not behaving as professionally as expected. 
Imagine a personable Santa Claus who starts sharing personal details 
not related to Santa. Or a costumed character takes off the stuffed head 
in front of  25 kids who believed they were painting with the real deal. Or 

Dealing with Event Disasters
SERVICE WITH A SMILE

By Charlene Ridlon, Art As You Like It Waite Park, Minnesota

AAdding events to your studio calendar is a great way to bring in new people who might not otherwise visit your studio. Events geared 
toward families with young children can bring in customers who may not have known your studio is appropriate for their young child. 
These customers will visit your studio for several years in the future—once they see how fun it is for their kids. But if  your event doesn’t 
go as planned, you can also face a customer service disaster.

my favorite, a unicorn shows up 
with an obviously fake Styrofoam 
cone strapped to its head.
 How to plan? When hiring a 
character, use the commonsense 
attitude of  “you get what you pay 
for.” If  your character is priced way 
below the average, you might ask 
yourself  why. Make sure you’re 
using a reputable talent service 
and ask for references. If  you’re 
trying to keep expenses down by 
slipping $20 to your daughter’s 
friend who does a lot of  plays at 
school, make sure you discuss 
some expectations. For example, 
you may have to tell them to not 
take the costume off until all the 
kids are gone.
 When a character doesn’t show, 
or if  the actor breaks character, 
your event is ruined. All you can 
do is work on preserving some 
aspect of  fun for the kids and try 
to smooth things over parents, 

who are now “disappointed for their kids.” At the very least, offer to 
return event fees but let the kids create their project and hope that your 
customers forgive you for the situation that occurred. A small letter of  
apology with coupons to return to a future event will help ease any ill 
feelings. Try to do this without kids present. Kids never need to know the 
event wasn’t perfect—some will not even sense that something is off. 
However, some might notice and you might have to help smooth things 
over with them. Never invent excuses, but it’s okay to be honest. 
 When a performer failed to show, some studios quickly found an 
alternative character or someone to fill in. Having the ability to remain 
calm and try to make things work to the best of  your ability is key. If  
your character turns out to be less than what you feel you paid for, you 
must contact the talent agency as soon as possible. You may have to 
consider offering your guests a refund. Or, at pick up, offer a coupon 
with a genuine apology and explanation of  why the event went wrong. 
You might also consider offering a coupon for a return visit or a reduced-
price or free ticket to a future event. Let your customer know that the 
“character” did not live up to your expectations, but you didn’t want to 
ruin the activity for their child.
 Do you have a disaster story? Share it on Chatter with the tag 
#eventdisasters. e
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www.pyopstudiostuff.com
www.bisqueimports.com
https://www.facebook.com/bisqueimports/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3_YkURjNVH79BJroRaBSYQ
https://www.pinterest.com/bisqueimports/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/695527184/bisque-imports/


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/


bottom, and corner to corner, filling in the shape to your liking. If  you run 
out of  string, tie it off and start another piece.

Repeat this process for the cactus 
and the flower.

When 
finished, 
tie off 
the 

end and cut 
the extra 
string.

If  desired, 
add a 
hanger 
to the back. e
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SUPPLIES
 Board, cut to the size you want
 Stain (optional)
 Pattern
 Hammer
 Nails
 Colored string
 Hanger (optional)

Stain the board, if  desired.

Print the pattern to the correct size and nail through the 
sheet. Rip off the paper when your nailing is complete.

Pick a color for the base area. Determine your starting point 
(we recommend starting in a corner) and knot the string 
around a nail. Outline the entire shape. At each corner, wrap 
the string around the nail to reinforce it and continue the 

outline. When the outline is finished, begin filling in the shape by criss-
crossing and wrapping from nail to nail, working side to side, top to 

By Megan Kumbera, Imagination Pottery Studio, Wentzville, Missouri

Cactus 
String 
Art 
Board

WWe did this project for Spring Break camp last year and the kids loved it. We hammered the nails so all they had to do was tie the string. 
Having the sample for them to refer to was very helpful.

STEP
1

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6



Using a small round brush, fill in the details of  the cactus, 
blanket, decorative collar, and ears with 1 coat each of  
Green, Yellow, Red, Purple, Orange, Blue, and Pink.

Using a small round brush with Black, paint the bridle, reins, 
eye, and legs.

Using a liner brush with Gray, apply rows of  little vertical lines 
across the llama (not the blanket) to create texture.

Using a liner brush with Black, outline the llama, cactus, col-
lar, tassels, and blanket, and add fringe to the blanket. Don’t 
forget those eyelashes!

Add a Black rim to the plate (We like to use a sponge for 
this.)

Give the eye some White highlights. Allow to dry.

Clear glaze and fire to cone 06. e

SUPPLIES
 Coupe plate, dinner size or larger
 Llama pattern printed on clay carbon paper
 Llama silhouette printed on regular paper
 Scissors
 Assorted brushes (fan, small round, liner)

GLAZE COLORS
      White  Peachy Pink Coral Orange
 Green Yellow  Red
 Purple Orange  Blue
 Pink  Gray  Black

Cut out both patterns.

Using a fan brush, paint a coat of  white over the plate. 
Dampen the cut-out llama silhouette and adhere to the plate.

Cover the front of  the plate with 3 coats of  Peachy Pink. Add 
polka dots in Coral Orange.

Remove the paper silhouette. Trace the detailed llama onto 
the white llama silhouette.

Llama 
Plate

By Jolynn Kelly Fat Cat Pottery, 
Grand Junction, Colorado
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SUPPLIES
 Canvas
 3 small cups for pouring
 Water

ACRYLIC PAINT COLORS
       2 darker colors and 1 lighter color of  choice
 Gold, Bright Pink, White, Yellow, Black

For the background, mix each of  the 2 dark colors and 
the lighter color in a cup, with a ratio of  1 part water 
to 3 parts paint.

Pour each color one at a time at the top of  the canvas 
and let it drip down. Add more water if  you want it thin-
ner or to pour faster. Use the plastic wrap to drag any 

of  the drippings back up from the bottom to the top.

Dry-brush gold in the remaining white areas, and/or 
add more of  the lighter color to those areas. Allow to 
dry.

For the flamingo, mix Bright Pink with white (1:1) and 
create the flamingo outline. Start with the body, which 
is a sideways raindrop shape.

The head is an S shape that connects to the chest.

Paint the legs. Remember that the knee should bend 
backward.

Use the Bright Pink full strength to shade areas as 
desired.

Paint the pointed part of  the beak Black. Add beady 
yellow eyes. e

Flamingo 
Canvas
By Kristin Godwin, Fired Up! Victoria, British Columbia

FFor best pouring results, set up the canvas on a tabletop 
easel. This can get messy, so protect your work surface with 
a piece of  plastic (a bag, plastic wrap, etc.). 
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Galaxy Technique
By Kellie Larson, Studio Create, Bend Oregon

MATERIALS
 Bisque shape of  choice
 Palette
 Sponges
 Assorted brushes
 Toothbrush
 Toothpick or liner brush

GLAZE COLORS: 
 Black Dark Blue Dark Purple
 Medium Blue Medium Purple Light Blue
 Light Purple White
 Optional: Hematite Blue, or Purple Shimmer or Fairy Dust glaze  
 (shown with Duncan hematite shimmer glaze.)

Pour Black, Dark Purple, and Dark Blue onto a palette. 
Using sponges, work among all three colors, dabbing them 
over the entire background of  the bisque. Overlap the 
colors until there is no white bisque visible.

If using the shimmer glaze, pour it onto a palette. Dip your brush 
in water to water down the shimmer glaze and paint a wash over 
the entire background. (One coat is all that’s needed.)

Pour the light and medium blues and purples onto a 
palette. Using sponges, work among all four colors, dab-
bing them over the background. Think about the shapes of  
nebulas and galaxies when applying the color. Leave some 

of  the dark background from step 1 visible. Add a second coat of  the 
light color in a few areas to brighten. 

Create distant stars by dipping a toothbrush into White and 
spattering over the piece. To create larger stars, place a 
dot of  White on the piece and use a toothpick or a liner 
brush to pull a star shape from the center.

Paint the back, inside, and/or bottom using one of  the 
colors on the piece.

Clear glaze and fire to cone 06. e
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MATERIALS
 6”x6” clear base
 Red transparent (or other color of  choice)
 Amber transparent (or other color of  choice)
 Moss green transparent
 Medium or dark green transparent
 Sky blue, light blue, or aqua transparent
 Sharpie marker
 Glass tools
 Alcohol swabs
 Glue

With a Sharpie, trace shapes onto the appropriate colored 
glass. Cut out the glass pieces using pistol grip cutter and 
running pliers. Use nippers to tidy up any sharp edges.

Place the pattern under transparent base. Place the black-
and-white pattern under the clear base and arrange the 
shapes according to pattern. Use alcohol swabs to remove 
the Sharpie markings. 

Nip narrow strips of  blue transparent into small triangles to 
fill in the area around the design.

Attach colored pieces to the base with a dot of  glue.

Fire to a tack fuse.

If  desired, slump into a shallow mold. e

By Lin Russeau, 
Artists By Design, Palm Desert, California

Spring’s 
Up!
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TThis delightful dish is based on a pattern from Spectrum Glass. Scandia Wood, formerly of  Spectrum and now with Oceanside Glass, 
advises that many ideas and patterns are still available on System96.com. The original pattern features pale purple and grape, which we 
didn’t happen to have in stock. But we did have red and amber transparent, which goes to show that it can be made in whatever colors 
you have on hand. We gave each workshop attendee a black-and-white copy of  the design to slip under the clear base with each piece 
labeled so it’s easy to identify where pieces are to be placed. Each piece of  colored glass is similarly labeled with a Sharpie.



Feather 
Wind Chime
MATERIALS
 Low-fire white clay  Synthetic sponge
 Wooden skewer  Woodgrain mat
 Ballpoint pen or toothpick #10/0 mini liner brush
 #4 soft fan brush  Fishing line

GLAZE COLORS (Stroke & Coat): 
 Tiger Tail    Sour Apple Blue Isle   
 Fruit of  the Vine  Down to Earth Rawhide
 Cant-elope

CRYSTAL GLAZES: 
 Lavender Sprigs  Foggy Mist Mint Chip   
 Spring Rain

Roll a slab about 1/4” thick. Use a wooden skewer to cut out 
feather shapes from the slab. Use a damp sponge to round 
off the edges. Set aside for now.

For the branch, roll a wide coil with a small piece of  clay. Roll 
the coil around the woodgrain mat to add texture. Set aside 
to dry.

Using a ballpoint pen or toothpick, draw a straight line down 
the middle of  each feather. Draw thin lines toward the point-
ed tip of  the feather at a 45-degree angle. Repeat on the 
back side of  the feather.

By Bre Kathman, 
Education Specialist, Mayco

Using the skewer, make a small hole in each feather about 
1/2” from the top. Allow to dry.

Fire all the pieces to cone 04.

Paint the branch with 1 coat of  Down to Earth and then 
wipe lightly with a damp sponge, leaving some color in the 
crevasses. Repeat with 1 coat of  Tiger Tail. With a fan brush, 
lightly paint 1 coat of  Rawhide on the branch in patches that 

have no color.

Paint each feather with 3 coats of  the following combos: Lav-
ender Sprigs on the top half  and Fruit of  the Vine on the bot-
tom; Foggy Mist on the top and Cant-elope on the bottom; 
Spring Rain on the top and Blue Isle on the bottom; Mint Chip 

on the top and Sour Apple on the bottom.

With a damp sponge wipe the bottom of  the feather so tex-
ture shows through the glaze. Allow to dry.

Stilt and fire to Cone 06.

Assemble with fishing line. e
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Y
Don’t overlook the power of  those raving fans 
to introduce new people to your studio. They 
know people, work with people, and live near 
people. Develop creative ways so they’ll bring 
new customers to you. Certainly you’ve heard 
more than once: “I haven’t been in before but 
a friend told me about you!”
       We are in the business of  entertainment 
and social connections. So much of  what we 
offer is the experience, not necessarily the 
end product. Promote your studio as that 
much-needed creative escape that’s even 
better with a friend. When trying something 
new, doing it with a friend makes it easier, fun, 
and more memorable. With all of  the creative 
help we offer, people can still feel awkward 
and uncomfortable. It can be hard for us to 
imagine not feeling comfortable doing what we 
do, but for many people, the stress level rises 
and the “nope, no way” kicks in. When trying 
something new with a friend, people are more 
likely to let their guard down, ease in, and 
laugh. A lot.
       Your staff should be making suggestions 
every day: customers don’t know what they 
don’t know. A customer who usually comes in 
with her children might not even consider a 
night out with a friend. Just because they’ve 
been in your studio doesn’t mean they’ve 
thought about bringing in their work group, 
or that they even know what team building 
opportunities you offer. No excuses—you can 
always work a sales pitch into a conversation. 
       CASH WRAP You have their undivided 
attention for several minutes, both at checkout 
and at pickup. Create a small display at 
your POS and remind them to sign up for 
an upcoming class with a friend, celebrate a 
birthday, host your church group, and so on. 
Change it up monthly.
       EMAIL All email marketing providers 
allow you to track who opens your emails and 
see the links they click on. Create tags for your 
links; email follow-up info and registration info 

Growing Your Customer Base 
with Your Customer Base
By Hillary Moulliet, Art Space Studio, Charlotte, North Carolina

Your loyal customers—your raving fans—are more than sales. They can bring more sales! Your return on investment is marginal at 
best with traditional advertising: print, fliers, coupons, often even social media. Casting a wide net and hoping it catches new customers 
is not spending your hard-earned money wisely. So what’s a studio owner to do?

BUSINESS SENSE

to those who click on your adult events and 
classes, reinforcing that it’s a great time to 
reconnect with friends. Pssst! Here’s a great 
email hack: don’t delete customers’ auto 
responders! It’s safe to assume most use a 
work email if  there’s an auto responder. Open 
that up and, bam! There’s their work contact 
info! Email them a quick hello and suggest 
a team building or upcoming class for them 
and a friend. Thank them for being a valued 
customer and let them know you can’t wait to 
see them again. Try to email a handful of  auto 
responders after each campaign.
       GROUP PICK-UPS When you’re wrap-
ping, tagging, and bagging pieces for a quick 
pick-up for events like kids’ birthday parties, 
team building, or scouts, make the tags fo-
cused on getting them back in—with a friend! 
Recommend a specific medium: Have you 
seen our mosaic mirrors? Create with a friend 
for a relaxing night out!
       THEMED EVENTS Rather than, 
“Reserve your spot,” try “Gather your most 
magical friends and reserve a table at our 
unicorn party.” As you get closer to the date, 
promote with messages like “Just two tables 
left!” You don’t need to book by the table but 
it gives customers the idea to invite friends 
and, better yet, have their own space with 
their own people. Facebook is a good place to 
promote these: add the event on your page, 
post info and a photo, and engage with your 
fans by asking questions and opinions. Fans 
of  your studio—and of  the theme—will easily 
and willingly engage.
 PARTNER WITH NEIGHBORING BUSI-
NESSES AND PUT TOGETHER AN AFTER-
NOON OR EVENING HAPPENING Perhaps 
work with a restaurant and/or other comple-
mentary business and create a themed event 
(seasonal, food-related, pet-focused, and so 
on). Promote as a girls’ shopping day, or a 
wine-themed afternoon where all participating 
business create their experience around wine. 

Encourage your customers to gather their 
friends to attend.
 HAVE A CONTEST TO NOMINATE AN 
ORGANIZATION TO BE THE BENEFICIARY 
OF A FUNDRAISING NIGHT Customers 
nominate their favorite charity; pick five ran-
domly (or what works best for you), and then 
have customers vote on FB. The winning char-
ity is determined by votes, so your customers 
will be sharing and promoting your post to 
gain votes for their favorite organization. With 
all that sharing, you’ll be exposed to a large 
audience of  new customers.
 CREATE SIGNAGE THAT SPEAKS 
DIRECTLY TO YOUR CUSTOMER Ask ques-
tions like “When was your last creative night 
out with friends?” or “Who knew you can have 
your wine and create too?” and promote your 
ladies’ night. Maybe “Who knew Steve from 
accounting had such flair?” to promote team 
building. Or perhaps “Your inner child called 
and would like permission to paint outside the 
lines.” This is a perfect display for your POS.
 ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO CHECK 
IN AND TAG THEMSELVES AND THEIR 
FRIENDS IN SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS Who 
sees those posts? All of  their friends, who will 
make great customers!
 Growing your customer base using your 
customer base is one of  the cheapest and 
easiest ways to increase your sales. Gaining 
new customers doesn’t mean you need to 
discount the heck out of  your prices. A combi-
nation of  interaction with staff, unique events, 
signage, social media posts, features on your 
website, fliers, and displays will reinforce how 
much fun it is to be in your studio—especially 
with friends.
 Keep discovering ways to grow your 
customer base using your existing customer 
base. It’s one of  the cheapest and easiest 
ways to grow your sales. e



www.MaycoColors.com

Visit our website for more colors and ideas! 
www.maycocolors.com/index.php/colors

NEW MAYCO COLORS

CG-992
Mint Chip

EL-142
Grass

EL-143
Cactus Flower

EL-144
Dark Amethyst

EL-145
Ginger Root

EL-146
Rain Cloud

EL-147
Creek Bed

*SG-701
Star Dust

*SG-702
Celebration

CG-993
Lavender Sprigs

CG-994
Field and Flowers

CG-995
Foggy Mist

CG-996
Spring Rain

* Over SC-76 Cara-Bein Blue *Over SC-55 Yella Bout It and 
unglazed bisque

Introducing

SPECKTA-CLEAR
Clear glaze with specks!

5 New Jungle GemsTM glazes

6 New ElementsTM glazes

2 New Speckta-Clear glazes

NEW

NEW

NEW

http://www.MaycoColors.com
http://www.maycocolors.com/index.php/colors
https://www.facebook.com/MaycoStudios/
https://www.instagram.com/maycocolors/
https://www.youtube.com/user/MaycoColors
https://www.pinterest.com/carter6949/mayco/


DESIGNER LINER FLOWER
PRODUCTS USED

BISQUE
• MB-1352 6 x 6 Clay Canvas

COLOR
• SG-401 Black Designer Liner
• SG-403 Red Designer Liner
• SG-405 Green Designer Liner
• SG-406 Brown Designer Liner
• SG-408 Orange Designer Liner
• SG-409 Bright Green Designer Liner
• SG-411 Purple Designer Liner
• S-2101 Clear Brushing or NT-CLR Clear  

Dipping Glaze

DECORATING ACCESSORIES
• CB-106 #6 Script Liner
• CB-604 # Soft Fan

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
• Pattern 

INSTRUCTIONS
• Begin with properly fired shelf cone 04 Bisque. Moisten a clean sponge and wipe bisque to remove 

dust.

• Sketch or trace on the design.

• Use the various Designer Liner colors to draw in the petals. Red, Orange, Yellow, or Purple, and outline 
with SG-501 Black. Fill in white spaces with one coat of SG-407 Yellow.

• Dot the center with all the colors in the petals, plus SG-406 Brown, fill in the white areas using a  
CB-106 Script Liner. Dot the edges and some in the center with SG-401 Black.

• Outline the detail of the leaves with a thick line of SG-405 Green, use a wet dagger or round brush to 
pull the wet Green Designer Liner into the body of the leaf. Outline the center section of the leaf with 
SG-409 Bright Green, pull wet color to the center. Use SG-407 Yellow in the center and as a circle 
outline in the body of the leaf.

• Shade around the leaves with SG-405 Green and SG-411 Purple, use the dagger brush.  
Outline the leaves and stem with SG-401 Black.

• Detail the frame of the canvas with loops of SG-401 Black.

• When dry, clear glaze two coats with CB-604 Soft Fan.

• Fire to cone 06. 

Find this project and more online at: 
www.maycocolors.com/index.php/projects-home

http://www.maycocolors.com/index.php/projects-home


15” X 12” DESIGNER SILKSCREENS

DSS-0156 Llama Drama

DSS-0154 Cute DragonsDSS-0153 Farmhouse

DSS-0155 Comic Expressions

DSS-0157 Under the Sea

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Hand-drawn illustrations  

add intricate detail onto  

any craft surface!

Visit our website for more  

designs and ideas!
www.MaycoColors.com

http://www.MaycoColors.com


 April 1-2 Buckeye Ceramic Supply  Hilliard, OH

 April 6-7 Chesapeake Ceramics  North Highlands, CA

 April 6-7  Creative Crafts  Baton Rouge, LA

 April 29-30  Bisque Imports  Belmont, NC

 May 5-6  American Ceramic Supply  Fort Worth, TX

Get Started with Stoneware in Your Studio!

Follow us for event updates  
& registration dates!

MAYCO STONEWARE 
CAMP 2019

SAVE 

THE 

DATE!

Join Mayco for a two-day workshop focusing on the artistry of stoneware bisque and glazes. 
The camp will provide step-by-step instruction, educational information and best practices for 
glazing, firing and marketing the newest functional fired art to your customers. Create your  
own samples with Mayco’s tried and true Stoneware glazes and learn how to successfully 
incorporate stoneware and new creative possibilities into your studio.

www.MaycoColors.com

http://www.MaycoColors.com
https://www.facebook.com/MaycoStudios/
https://www.instagram.com/maycocolors/
https://www.youtube.com/user/MaycoColors
https://www.pinterest.com/carter6949/mayco/


www.bisqueimports.com
www.bisqueimports.com
https://www.facebook.com/bisqueimports/
https://www.facebook.com/bisqueimports/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3_YkURjNVH79BJroRaBSYQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3_YkURjNVH79BJroRaBSYQ
https://www.pinterest.com/bisqueimports/
https://www.pinterest.com/bisqueimports/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/695527184/bisque-imports/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/695527184/bisque-imports/


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/


Social Artworking® is the perfect way to enjoy a night out (or in) with friends and family.

Paint, Designs, Canvas & Supplies
All Available Exclusively From Chesapeake Ceramics

www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/chesapeake-ceramics
https://twitter.com/chesceramics?lang=en


The SSX controller has 
an oversized capac-
itor that allows it to 
deliver power to the wheel head in 
a smooth, predictable fashion when 
you step on the foot pedal. This is 
particularly helpful when you are 
throwing at very slow speeds.

We help you make great things!

5 REASONS
Easy to Clean
Just twist and lift off the wheel head 
for full access to the splash pan. 

Continuous Duty Motors

Large 1 Piece Splash Pan

Heavy Duty Construction

Our 1/3 HP motor delivers more 
torque at the wheel head than the 
competitions 1 HP motor because it 
is rated for industrial use. No matter 
what anyone claims, our wheels will 
handle more clay.

Holds hours of trimmings. When you 
are done just pop off the wheel head 
and carry the whole pan, trimmings 
and all, to empty. Oh... and no leaks.

The shaft, wheel head, base and 
bearing block are the thickest and 
heaviest you will find. This wheel was 
designed by a Big Pot Potter who 
wanted to ensure stability.

Smooth as Silk

...for you to try a Skutt Wheel

Built in Splash Pan

Removable Splash Pan

Each splash pan style is available with your 
choice of a 1 HP, 1/2 HP or 1/3 HP motor.

Visit us at skutt.com for more information

www.skutt.com


www.colorobbia.it
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt
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www.colorobbia.it
www.colorobbia.it
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 ► CLICK HERE TO SEE MORE NEW PRODUCTS

NEWProducts
#2146 Oval Bowl with Handles

9.5" w x 3.75" h x 10.5" l

#4204 Muggle Mug
3" dia. x 4.25" h

#1081 Flower Plate
8.25" w x .75" h

#4207 Campfire Mug
4" dia. x 3.5" h

#3079 Banana Leaf Platter
8.5" w x 15.25" l X 1.25" h

#2145 Banana Leaf Bowl
6.5" w x 10.75" l X 2" h

#5323 Standing  
LOVE Plaque

4.5" w x 8.75" h

https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/?hl=en
http://gare.com
https://gare.com/products_special.cfm
mailto:info@gare.com
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 ► CLICK HERE TO SEE MORE NEW PRODUCTS

#7451 Bear Party Animal
3" w x 4.25" h

#7450 Rhino Party Animal
5.25" w x 4" h

#7448 Fox Biggy Bank
7.5" w x 9.75" h

#7454 Gingerbread Man  
Party Animal
4" w x 5" h

#7452 Eagle Party Animal
2.25" w x 4.75" h

NEWProducts

https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/?hl=en
http://gare.com
https://gare.com/products_special.cfm
mailto:info@gare.com
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Pool Party

#2387

This 
Li' l

 Piggy
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#2399

The Color Purple

#2311

 ► CLICK HERE TO SEE ALL OUR SURFACE COATS

for Spring

Tweety
 B

ird

#2349

THESE COLORS OF THE SEASON CAN BE PAINTED 
LIGHT-OVER-DARK FOR DRAMATIC EFFECTS

75 COLORS 
TO CHOOSE FROM

https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/?hl=en
http://gare.com
https://gare.com/products_list.cfm?CategoryID=22
mailto:info@gare.com
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Sand Dune

#2602
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oard
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#2603

M
emo Pad

#2606

Honeydew M
elo

n

#2607

Baby Pool

#2604

 ► CLICK HERE TO SEE ALL OUR POTTERY GLAZES

JUST PAINT AND FIRE
NO DIPPING NEEDED 

for Spring

Surface
Coats

AMAZING SHINE 

https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/?hl=en
http://gare.com
https://gare.com/products_list.cfm?CategoryID=22
mailto:info@gare.com

